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Speech emotion recognition based on
listener-dependent emotion perception models
atsushi ando,1,2 takeshi mori,1 satoshi kobashikawa1 and tomoki toda2

This paper presents a novel speech emotion recognition scheme that leverages the individuality of emotion perception. Most con-
ventional methods simply poll multiple listeners and directly model the majority decision as the perceived emotion. However,
emotion perception varies with the listener, which forces the conventional methods with their single models to create complex
mixtures of emotion perception criteria. In order to mitigate this problem, we propose a majority-voted emotion recognition
framework that constructs listener-dependent (LD) emotion recognition models. The LD model can estimate not only listener-
wise perceived emotion, but also majority decision by averaging the outputs of the multiple LD models. Three LD models,
fine-tuning, auxiliary input, and sub-layer weighting, are introduced, all of which are inspired by successful domain-adaptation
frameworks in various speech processing tasks. Experiments on two emotional speech datasets demonstrate that the proposed
approach outperforms the conventional emotion recognition frameworks in not only majority-voted but also listener-wise
perceived emotion recognition.
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I . I NTRODUCT ION

Human speech is the most basic and widely used form of
daily communication. Speech conveys not only linguistic
information but also other factors such as speaker and emo-
tion, all of which are essential for human interaction. Thus,
speech emotion recognition (SER) is an important technol-
ogy for natural human–computer interaction. There are a
lot of SER applications such as voice-of-customer analysis
in contact center calls [1, 2], driver state monitoring [3], and
human-like responses in spoken dialog systems [4].
SER can be categorized into two tasks: dimensional

and categorical emotion recognition. Dimensional emotion
recognition is the task of estimating the values of several
emotion attributes present in speech [5]. Three primitive
emotion attributes, i.e. valence, arousal, and dominance are
commonly used [6]. Categorical emotion recognition is the
task of identifying the speaker’s emotion from among a
discrete set of emotion categories [7]. The ground truth is
defined as the majority of perceived emotion class as deter-
mined by multiple listeners. Comparing these two tasks,
categorical emotion recognition is more suitable for most
applications because it is easy to interpret. This paper aims
to improve categorical emotion recognition accuracy.
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A large number of SER methods have been proposed.
One of the basic approaches is based on utterance-level
heuristic features including the statistics of frame-level
acoustic features such as fundamental frequency, power,
and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) as deter-
mined by a simple classifier [8, 9]. Although they can
recognize several typical emotions, their performance is
still far from satisfactory because emotional cues exhibit
great diversity, which demands the use of hand-crafted fea-
tures with simple criteria. In contrast to this approach, sev-
eral recent studies have achieved remarkable improvements
through the use of deep neural network (DNN)-based clas-
sifiers [10–19]. The main advantage of DNN-based clas-
sifiers is that they can learn complex cues of emotions
automatically by combining several kinds of layers. Recur-
rent neural network (RNN)-layers have been used to cap-
ture the contextual characteristics of utterances [12, 13].
Attention mechanism has also been employed to focus on
the local characteristics of utterances [13, 14]. Furthermore,
DNN-based models can utilize low-level features, e.g. log
power-spectrogram or raw waveform, which have rich but
excessively complex information that simple classifiers are
unable to handle [7, 15].
However, SER is still a challenging task despite these

advances. One of the difficulties lies in handling two types of
individuality: speaker and listener dependencies. The way
in which emotions are presented strongly depends on the
speaker. It is reported that prosodic characteristics such as
pitch and laryngealization differ among speakers [20]. This
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is similar in emotion perceptions, and depends on age [21],
gender [22], and cultures [23] of listeners.Given these issues,
speaker dependency has often been considered for SER
[24, 25]. However, the dependency of listeners has received
little attention in SER tasks even though it influences the
determination of the majority-voted emotions.
This paper presents a new SER framework based on

listener-dependent (LD) models. The proposed framework
aims to consider the individuality of emotional perceptions.
In the training step of the proposed method, LD mod-
els are constructed so as to learn criteria for capturing the
emotion recognition attributes of individual listeners. This
allows the LDmodels to estimate the posterior probabilities
of perceived emotions of specific listeners. Majority-voted
emotions can be estimated by averaging these posterior
probabilities as given by LD models. Inspired by domain
adaptation frameworks in speech processing, three LD
models are introduced: fine-tuning, auxiliary input, and
sub-layer weighting. The fine-tuning method constructs as
many LD models as listeners, while the remaining mod-
els cover all listeners by a single model. We also propose
adaptation frameworks that allow the LD models to handle
unseen listeners in the training data. Experiments on two
emotional speech corpora show the individuality of listener
perception and the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) A scheme to recognize majority-voted emotions by
leveraging the individuality of emotion perception is
presented. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to take listener characteristics into consideration
for SER.

(2) The performance of listener-oriented emotion percep-
tion is evaluated in addition to that of majority-voted
emotion recognition. The proposed LD models show
better performance than the conventional method in
both metrics, which indicates that the proposed scheme
is suitable for estimating not only majority-voted emo-
tions, but also personalized emotion perception.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
studies related to this work. Conventional emotion recogni-
tion is shown in Section III. The proposed framework based
on LD models is shown in Section IV. Evaluation experi-
ments are reported in Section V and the conclusion is given
in Section VI.

I I . RELATED WORK

A large number of emotion recognition methods have
been investigated. The traditional approaches are based on
utterance-level heuristic features. The statistics of frame-
level acoustic features such as pitch, power, and MFCC are
often used [8, 9]. However, it is difficult to create truly effec-
tive features because emotional cues exhibit great diversity.
Thus, recent studies employDNNs to learn emotion-related
features automatically. The initial studies integrate frame-
level emotion classifiers based on DNNs [10, 11]. Speaker

emotion of individual frames are estimated by the classi-
fiers, then integrated to evaluate utterance-level decisions
by other DNN-based models such as extreme learning
machines or RNNs. In recent years, end-to-end mecha-
nisms that directly estimate utterance-level emotion from
input feature sequences have been developed to allow the
use of local and contextual characteristic [12, 13]. The
end-to-end model consists of multiple DNN layers such
as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), long short-
term memory-RNNs, attention mechanisms, and fully-
connected (FC) layers [7, 14, 15]. Recent works also utilize
low-level inputs such as raw waveform and log power spec-
tra in order to leverage the rich information of low-level
features for estimation [16–19]. One of the advantages of
the DNN-based framework is that the model can automati-
cally learn complex emotional cues from training data. Our
proposals employ this framework to construct LD models.
Several studies have investigated speaker dependency

on emotional expression. They indicate that the speaker
differences significantly affect emotion representation. For
example, each speaker exhibits different laryngealization
and pitch characteristics [20]. It has been suggested that
speaker variability is a more serious factor than linguistic
content [26]. Therefore, a lot of speaker adaptation meth-
ods for SER have been developed. Some attempt feature-
level normalization; a speaker-dependent utterance feature
is transformed into its speaker-independent equivalent [24].
Another approach is model-level adaptation. A speaker-
independent emotion recognition model can, with a small
amount of adaptation data, be adjusted to yield a speaker-
dependent model [25]. Recent studies employ multi-task
learning to construct gender-dependent models without
inputting speaker attributes [18, 27]. Personal profiles have
also been utilized to estimate speaker-dependent emotion
recognition [28]. In this paper, we do not employ speaker
adaptation in order to investigate the influence of just lis-
tener dependency; it will be possible, however, to combine
the proposed LD model with existing speaker adaptation
methods.
It has also been reported that emotion perception varies

with the listener. Younger listeners tend to perceive emo-
tionsmore precisely than their elders [21]. It is reported that
female listeners are more sensitive to emotion than males
[22]. The perception also depends on culture [23]. Even
though listener variability affects the majority decision as to
emotion perception, there is little work that considers the
listener in SER. One related work is soft-label /multi-label
emotion recognition; it models the distribution of emotion
perception of listeners [17, 29, 30], but it cannot distinguish
individuals. In music emotion recognition, several studies
have tackled listener-wise perception [31, 32]. However, to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to utilize
listener variability for SER.
It is considered that constructing listener-oriented emo-

tion recognition models is strongly related to the frame-
works created for domain or speaker adaptation. As men-
tioned with regard to speaker adaptation in emotion recog-
nition, adaptation has two approaches: feature-based and
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model-based adaptation. In recent speech processingmeth-
ods such as those for speech recognition and speech syn-
thesis, model-based adaptation is dominant because it is
very powerful in handling complex changes in domains
or listeners. One of the common adaptation approaches
is updating the parameters of a pre-trained model by
using a target domain dataset [33]. Another approach is
developing a recognition model that includes the domain-
dependent part. Technologies along these lines such as
switching domain-dependent layers [34], projections with
auxiliary input [35, 36], or summation of multiple pro-
jection outputs with speaker-dependent weights [37] have
been proposed. Inspired by these successful frameworks,
our proposal yields LD emotion recognition models.

I I I . EMOT ION RECOGN IT ION BY
MAJOR ITY -VOTED MODEL

This section describes the conventional emotion recogni-
tion approach based on DNN model [14, 18]. In this paper,
we call this model the majority-voted model because it
directly models majority-voted emotion of multiple listener
perceptions.
Let X = [x1, . . . , xT] be the acoustic features of an input

utterance and T be their total length. C = {1, · · · ,K} is the
set of target emotion indices, e.g. 1 means neutral and 2 is
happy. K is the total number of target emotions. The task of
SER is formulated as estimating themajority-voted emotion
of utterance c ∈ C from X,

ĉ = argmax
c

P(c|X), (1)

where ĉ is the estimated majority-voted emotion. P(c|X) is
the posterior probability indicated by the input utterance.
The ground truth of majority-voted emotion c is defined
as the dominant choice of multiple listener’s perception
results,

c ≡ argmax
k

∑

l∈L
f (c(l) = k), (2)

where c(l) ∈ C is the perceived emotion of human listener
l1. f (·) is a binary function of emotion presence / absence,
f (c(l) = k) = 1 if l perceived the k-th target emotion from
the utterance, otherwise 0. L is a set of the listeners anno-
tated emotion perceptions given the input utterance, where
L ⊂ L and L is a set of listeners in the training data. Note
that the set of the listeners, L, can vary for each utterance in
SER task.
The posterior probabilities of the majority-voted emo-

tions y = [P(c = 1|X), · · · ,P(c = K|X)]� are evaluated by
the estimationmodel composed of an encoder and decoder.
An example of the estimation model is shown in Fig. 1. The
encoder projects an arbitrary length of acoustic features X
into a fixed-length hidden representation in order to extract

1In this paper, notation (l) means a LD variable.
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Fig. 1. An example of the conventional emotion recogntion model based on
direct modeling of majority-voted emotion.

context-sensitive emotional cues. It consists of CNN, Bidi-
rectional LSTM-RNNs (BLSTM), and self-attention lay-
ers such as a structured self-attention network [38]. The
decoder estimates y from the hidden representation. It is
composed of several FC layers.
The parameters of the estimation model are optimized

by stochastic gradient descent with cross entropy loss,

L = −
∑

c

q(c) logP(c|X), (3)

where q(·) is the reference distribution. q(c = k) is 1 if the
majority-voted emotion is the k-th target emotion, other-
wise 0.

I V . EMOT ION RECOGN IT ION BY
LD MODELS

This section proposes a majority-voted emotion recogni-
tion framework based on LD models. The key idea of our
proposal is to consider the individuality of emotion per-
ception. Every majority-voted emotion is determined from
different sets of listeners in the SER task. However, the char-
acteristics of emotional perceptions vary with the listener.
Direct modeling of the majority-voted emotion will result
in conflating multiple different emotion perception crite-
ria, which may degrade estimation performance. To solve
this problem, the proposed method constructs LD models
to learn listener-specific emotion perception criteria.
This framework determines the posterior probability of

majority-voted emotion by averaging the posterior proba-
bilities of the LD perceived emotions,

P(c|X) = 1
NL

∑

l∈L
P(c(l)|X, l), (4)

where NL is the total number of listeners L. In vector repre-
sentation,

y = 1
NL

∑

l∈L
y(l), (5)

where y(l) = [P(c(l) = 1|X, l), · · · ,P(c(l) = K|X, l)]� is the
LD posterior probability vector evaluated by the LDmodel.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Overview of the proposed majority-voted emotion recognition based on listener-dependent (LD) models. (a) Fine-tuning. (b) Auxiliary input. (c) Sub-layer
weighting.

In this paper, three LD models are introduced: fine-
tuning, auxiliary input, and sub-layerweighting. All of them
are inspired by adaptation techniques in speech process-
ing. The proposed frameworks based on LD models are
overviewed in Fig. 2.

A) Model overview
1) Fine-tuning based LD model
A listener-independent (LI) model is retrained with spe-
cific listener training data to create a LD model. This is
inspired by fine-tuning based domain adaptation in speech
recognition [33].
Two-step training is employed. First, the LI model is

trained with all utterances and their listeners in the training
data. Listener-wise annotations are used for the reference
distributions without distinguishing among listeners. The
trained LI model outputs LI posterior probabilities yLI. Sec-
ond, the LI model is retrained with a particular listener’s
labels and utterances. This yields as many isolated LDmod-
els as there are listeners in the training data.
The optimization methods of LI / LD models are cross-

entropy loss with LDperceived emotion, see as equation (3),

L = −
∑

c(l)
q(c(l)) log P(c(l)|X, l). (6)

2) Auxiliary input based LD model
The secondmodel adapts particular layers of the estimation
model through the auxiliary use of listener information.
This is inspired by speaker adaptation in speech recognition
[35] and speech synthesis [36].
One-hot vector of listener l, v(l), is used to enhance acous-

tic features. v(l) is projected into listener embedding vector
e(l) by an embedding layer,

e(l) = σ(Wev(l) + be), (7)

whereWe, be are the parameters of the embedding layer. σ
is an activation function such as hyperbolic tangent. Then
e(l) is used as the auxiliary input of the adaptation lay-
ers, named auxiliary input-based adaptation layers (AIALs),
in the decoder so as to adjust the decoder to the chosen
listener,

ha,o = Wa
[
h�
a,i , e

(l)�]� + ba, (8)

where ha,i, ha,o are the input and the output of the AIAL,
respectively, and Wa, ba are the parameters. Note that the
embedding layer, the encoder and decoder are optimized
jointly.
The advantage of the auxiliary input based approach is

that it offers greater stability than fine-tuning basedmodels.
There are two reasons for this. First, it has fewer parame-
ters than fine-tuning based models. The fine-tuning mod-
els have to store as many encoders and decoders as there
are listeners. However, auxiliary input based models share
the encoder and decoder among all listeners, which sup-
presses the number of parameters. Second, the auxiliary
input model can utilize the similarity of listeners. The fine-
tuning models learn for just particular listeners. On the
other hand, similar listeners will be mapped into similar
latent vectors by the projection function, which reinforces
the encoder’s ability to learn LD emotion perception.
Note that only the decoder of the LD model is adapted

to the selected listener. We consider that every listener per-
ceives the same emotional cues from acoustic features, e.g.
pitch raise / fall and fast-talking, and decision making from
the emotional cues depends on listeners.

3) Sub-layer weighting based LD model
The sub-layer weighting approach combines multiple pro-
jection functions to adapt to the listener. This is inspired by
context adaptive DNN proposed for source separation [37].
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Fig. 3. Structure of the Sub-layer Weighting-based Adaptation Layer (SWAL).

Sub-layer weighting-based adaptation layers (SWALs)
are used to adapt the decoder to the selected listener. SWAL
consists of multiple FC sub-layers,

hs,o =
M∑

m=1
α(l)
m

(
Ws,mhs,i + bs,m

)
, (9)

where hs,i, hs,o are the input and output of the SWAL.
Ws,m, bs,m is the parameters of the m-th sub-layer andM is
the total number of sub-layers. α(l)

m is the adaptation weight
associated with the selected listener,

α(l) = SOFTMAX(Wev(l) + be), (10)

where α(l) = [α(l)
1 , · · · ,α(l)

M ]
� is an adaptation weight

vector determined by listener representation v(l) and
SOFTMAX(·) is the softmax function. The structure of the
SWAL is shown in Fig. 3. The model parameters including
the embedding layer, equation (10), are jointly optimized as
the auxiliary input approach.
The main advantage of sub-layer weighting is that it

is more expressive than auxiliary input based models. LD
estimation is conducted by means of combining the per-
ception rule of embedded listeners. However, it will require
more training data than the auxiliary input-based approach
because it has more parameters.

B) Adaptation to a new listener
The LDmodels can be directly applied to listener-closed sit-
uations, i.e. evaluation listeners are present in the training
data. Although common SER tasks are listener-closed, SER
in practice is listener-opened so evaluation listeners are not
included in the training set.Our solution is to propose adap-
tation methods that allow the LD models to handle open
listeners using a small amount of adaptation data.
The adaptation for the fine-tuning based LD model can

be achieved by the retraining method that is the same as
the second step of the flat-start training of the model. The
LI model constructed by the training set is fine-tuned using
the adaptation utterances of the particular listener.
The auxiliary input and sub-layer weighting based LD

models adapt to a new listener to estimate the most sim-
ilar listener code in the training listeners. Let v̂(l) and u(l)

be the estimated listener code and its indicator whose sizes
are the same as v(l). The initial value of u(l) is a zero vector.
u(l) is updated by backpropagating the loss of the adapta-
tion data while freezing all the model parameters, as shown
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Fig. 4. Adaptation for the auxiliary input-based LD model.

in Fig. 4. Note that the proposed adaptation does not update
v̂(l) directly so as to restrict that the sum of v̂(l) to be 1 and
all the dimensions to be non-negative, which is the same
constraint as v(l) in the training step. After the estimated lis-
tener vector v̂(l) is obtained from the adaptation data, it is
fed to the LD models as the listener code, and the posterior
probabilities of the perceived emotion of the new listener
are derived. This approach is similar to those proposed in
speech recognition [39].

V . EXPER IMENTS

We evaluated the proposed LD models in two scenarios.
The first was a flat-start evaluation. The estimation mod-
els were trained from scratch and evaluated by listeners
present in the training dataset, i.e. a listener-closed con-
dition. The second was an adaptation evaluation. It was a
listener-open condition; the utterances and listeners sepa-
rated from the training data were used for the adaptation
and evaluation data to investigate estimation performance
for unseen listeners.

A) Datasets
Two large SER datasets, Interactive Emotional Dyadic
Motion Capture (IEMOCAP) [40] and MSP-Podcast [41],
were used in evaluating the proposal. IEMOCAP and
MSP-Podcast contain acted and natural emotional speech,
respectively. We selected four target emotions, neutral
(Neu), happy (Hap), sad (Sad), and angry (Ang). All non-
target emotion classes in the datasets were set as other (Oth)
class.
IEMOCAP contains audiovisual data of 10 skilled actors

(five males and five females) in five dyadic sessions. The
database consists of a total of 12 h of English utterances
generated by improvised or scripted scenarios specifically
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Table 1. Number of utterances in IEMOCAP

Neu Hap Sad Ang Oth Total
Majority 1099 947 608 289 0 2943

Listener 1 412 1166 589 284 456 2907
2 951 876 586 269 99 2781
3 1225 717 324 155 150 2571
Rest 226 119 113 56 56 570

written to represent the emotional expressions. As in sev-
eral conventional studies [11, 14, 16, 27, 29], we used only
audio tracks of the improvised set since scripted data may
contain undesired contextual information. There are six lis-
teners in the corpus and every utterance was annotated by
three of them. The annotated categorical emotion labels
are 10: neutral, happy, sad, angry, disgusted, excited, fear-
ful, frustrated, surprised, and other. We combine happy
and excited into Hap class in accordance with conven-
tional studies [18, 19]. Although listeners were allowed to
give multiple emotion labels to each utterance, to evaluate
listener-wise emotion perception performance we unified
them so that all listeners labeled one emotion per utter-
ance. The unification rule was to select the majority-voted
emotion if it is included in the multiple annotations, other-
wise the first annotation is the unique perceived emotion.
The listeners who gave fewer than 500 annotations were
clustered as the “rest listeners” because they provided too lit-
tle information to support learning LD emotion perception
characteristics. Finally, the utteranceswhosemajority-voted
emotion is one of the target emotions were used to form the
evaluation dataset. The numbers of utterances are shown
in Table 1. The estimation performances were compared
by leave-one-speaker-out cross-validation; one speaker was
used for testing, another for validation, and the other eight
speakers were used for training.
MSP-Podcast contains English speech segments from

podcast recordings. Collected from online audio shows,
they cover a wide range of topics like entertainment, poli-
tics, sports, and so on. We used Release 1.7 which contains
approximately 100 h of speaking turns. Annotations were
conducted by crowdsourcing. There are 11,010 listeners and
each utterance was annotated by at least three listeners
(6.7 listeners per utterance on average). This dataset has
two types of emotion annotations, primary and secondary
emotions; we used only the primary emotions as listener-
wise perceived emotions. The variety of annotated primary
emotions consisted of neutral, happy, sad, angry, disgust,
contempt, fear, surprise, and other. We used the utterances
whosemajority-voted emotions were one of the target emo-
tions. A predetermined speaker-open subset was used in
the flat-start evaluation; 8215 segments from 60 speakers
for testing, 4418 segments from 44 speakers for validation,
and the remaining 25,332 segments from more than 1000
speakers for training. The listeners who gave fewer than 100
annotations in the training set were clustered as “rest listen-
ers”, same as IEMOCAP. The total numbers of emotional
utterances are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Number of utterances in MSP-Podcast

Neu Hap Sad Ang Oth Total
Majority 22,681 12,302 2351 2893 0 40,227

Listener 1 5475 380 27 59 45 5986
2 1130 1026 120 69 800 3145
3 421 1072 191 128 440 2252

· · · · · ·
154 78 37 4 2 27 148
Rest 74,524 57,200 12,459 14891 44,470 203,544

To clarify the impact of listener dependency on emotion
perception, we first investigated the similarity of listener
annotations. Fleiss’ and Cohen’s kappa coefficients were
employed as the similarity measures of the overall and the
individual pairs of listeners, respectively. The coefficients
were calculated through 5-class matching (4 target emo-
tions + Oth) from only the utterances in the evaluation
dataset. Cohen’s kappa coefficients of the listener pairs in
which both listeners annotated less than the same 20 utter-
ances were not evaluated (‘−’ in results). Fleiss’ kappa were
0.57 in IEMOCAP and 0.35 in MSP-Podcast. There are
two reasons for the lower consistency rate of MSP-Podcast.
First, MSP-Podcast speech segments are completely nat-
ural, unlike IEMOCAP utterances which contained acted
speech; this increased the ambiguous emotional speech
in MSP-Podcast. Second, MSP-Podcast listeners will have
larger diversity than those of IEMOCAP. All the listen-
ers in IEMOCAP are students in the same university [40].
Cohen’s kappa coefficients of IEMOCAP andMSP-Podcast
listeners are shown in Fig. 5. It is shown that listener 2
showed relatively high similarity with listeners 1 and 3,
while listeners 1 and 3 showed low similarity in IEMOCAP.
TheMSP-Podcast result showed the same property. Listener
1 showed high similarity with listeners 4, 9, 10, but low sim-
ilarity with the remaining listeners. Listener 6 was similar
to listeners 4 and 5. These indicate that emotion perception
depends on listeners, and that there are several clusters of
emotion perception criteria.

B) Flat-start evaluation
1) Setups
Log power spectrogramswere used as acoustic features. The
conditions used in extracting spectrograms followed those
of conventional studies [16, 42]. Frame length and frame
shift length were 40 and 10 ms, respectively. The window
type was Hamming window. DFT length was 1600 (10Hz
grid resolution) and we used 0–4 kHz frequency range,
which yielded 400-dimensional log power spectrograms.
All the spectrogramswere z-normalized using themean and
variance of the training dataset.
The baseline was the majority-voted emotion recogni-

tion model described in Section III. An ensemble of multi-
ple majority-voted models with different initial parameters
was also employed to compare with the proposed method
that unifies several outputs of LD models. The number of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Cohen’s kappa coefficients of listener annotations. (a) IEMOCAP. (b)
MSP-Podcast.

ensembles was the average number of listeners per utter-
ance, i.e. 3 and 7 in IEMOCAP and MSP-Podcast, respec-
tively. The structure of the baseline is shown in Table 3. Each
CNN layer was followed by batch normalization [43], recti-
fied linear activation function, and 2×2 max pooling layers.
Early stopping was performed using development set loss as
the trigger. The optimizationmethod was Adam [44] with a
learning ratio of 0.0001. In the training step, inverse values
of the class frequencies were used as class weights to miti-
gate the class imbalance problem [45]. Minibatch size was 8
in IEMOCAPand 16 inMSP-Podcast evaluations.Data aug-
mentation was performed by means of speed perturbation
with speed factors of 0.9, 0.95, 1.05, and 1.1 [7]. SpecAug-
ment [46] was also applied with two time and frequency
masking. The ensemble of multiple majority-voted models
with different initial parameters was also compared because
the proposed method unifies the multiple outputs of LD
models. The number of ensembled models was the average
number of listeners per utterance, i.e. 3 and 7 in IEMOCAP
and MSP-Podcast, respectively.

Table 3. Network architectures of emotion recognition model

Layer-type Parameters

Encoder CNN 16 ch, [12×16] kernel, [2×2] stride
CNN 24 ch, [4×6] kernel, [1×1] stride
CNN 32 ch, [3×4] kernel, [1×1] stride
BLSTM 1 layer, 128 dim.
Attention structured self-attention [38], 4 head

Decoder FC /AIAL / SWAL 1 layer, 64 dim.
FC /AIAL / SWAL 1 layer, 4 dim.

Table 4. Number of model parameters

IEMOCAP MSP-Podcast

Baseline Majority 1.04M
Majority (ens.) 3.11M 7.26M

Proposed Fine-tuning LI 1.04M
LD 4.15M 160.68M

Auxiliary 1.04M
Weighting 1.09M

The proposals were LD models by fine-tuning, auxiliary
input, and sub-layer weighting. LI model, the base model
of the fine-tuning based LD model, was also compared to
investigate the difference before and after fine-tuning. These
model structureswere the same as the baseline except for FC
layers in the decoder, which were replaced with AIALs or
SWALs. The numbers of listener embedding vector dimen-
sions and sub-layers were 2, 3, 4, 8, 16 and we selected the
best parameters for each dataset. The learning ratio was
0.0001 and 0.00005 in flat-start and fine-tuning, respec-
tively. The class weights were calculated by each listener
in LD model training. The other training conditions and
data augmentation setup were those of the baseline. All the
baseline and the proposed methods were implemented by
PyTorch [47]. Comparisons of the model parameters are
shown in Table 4. The numbers of dimensions of listener
embedding vector dimensions and sub-layers shown in the
table were 4.
Two evaluation metrics common in emotion recogni-

tion studies were employed: weighted accuracy (WA) and
unweighted accuracy (UA). WA is the classification accu-
racy of all utterances and UA is the macro average of
individual emotion class accuracies. We evaluated not only
the performances ofmajority-voted emotion estimation but
also those of listener-wise emotion recognition to investi-
gate the capability of the proposed LD models.

2) Results
The results ofmajority-voted emotion estimation are shown
in Table 5. The notation Majority (ens.) means the ensem-
ble result of the majority-voted models. Comparing the
two datasets, MSP-Podcast yielded lower overall accuracy
than IEMOCAP. It is considered that MSP-Podcast con-
tains natural speech with a large number of speakers, which
makes it more difficult to recognize emotion than IEMO-
CAP, which holds acted utterances from limited speakers.
The LD models showed significantly better WAs (p<0.05
in paired t-test) as almost the same or better UAs than the
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Table 5. Estimation accuracies of the majority-voted emotions. Bold
means the highest accuracy.

IEMOCAP MSP-Podcast

WA UA WA UA

Baseline Majority 59.1 62.5 47.8 47.0
Majority (ens.) 61.0 64.7 47.8 47.0

Proposed Fine-tuning LI 61.2 63.7 54.9 48.9
LD 62.9 65.2 56.6 48.9

Auxiliary 62.9 65.2 57.4 47.0
Weighting 62.3 64.0 58.7 46.3

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Confusion matrices for IEMOCAP. (a) Majority-voted model. (b) LD
model

baselines on both datasets. For example, fine-tuning based
LD models achieved 3.8 and 2.7  improvements from the
single majority-voted model in WA and UA for IEMOCAP,
8.8 and 1.9 for MSP-Podcast. These results indicate that
majority-voted emotion recognition based on LDmodels is
more effective than the conventional majority-voted emo-
tion modeling framework. Figs. 6 and 7 show the confusion
matrices of the baseline and the auxiliary input-based LD
model. Comparing numbers of the corrected samples for
each emotion, Hap was improved on both IEMOCAP and
MSP-Podcast, while Sad and Ang were degraded on MSP-
Podcast. One possible reason for the degradation is data
imbalance. These two emotions were hardly observed by
some listeners, e.g. listener 154 annotated only two utter-
ances with Ang emotion as shown in Table 2, which leads
to overfitting in the LD model. Comparing the LD models,
there were no significant differences (p≥0.05), while fine-
tuning and auxiliary input were slightly better for IEMO-
CAP, while sub-layer weighting yielded the best WA and
fine-tuning attained the best UA for MSP-Podcast. Taking
the number of parameters (see Table 4) into consideration,
the auxiliary input based model is suitable for all condi-
tions, while sub-layerweightingmay becomebetter for large
datasets. Note that even the LI model significantly out-
performed the model ensemble baseline in MSP-Podcast
(p<0.05). One possible reason is that training by listener-
specific labels allows the model to learn inter-emotion sim-
ilarities. For example, a set of listener-wise labels neu, neu,
hap indicates that the speech may contain both neu and
hap cues. On the other hand, its majority-voted label just
indicates the speech has neu characteristics.
Macro-averages of listener-wise emotion recognition

performances are shown in Table 6. In this evaluation,

Fig. 7. Confusion matrices for MSP-Podcast. (a) Majority-voted model. (b) LD
model.

Table 6. Macro-average of estimation accuracies of the
listener-dependent perceived emotions. Bold means the highest accuracy.

IEMOCAP MSP-Podcast

WA UA WA UA

Baseline Majority 57.0 62.0 44.9 43.2
Majority (ens.) 58.9 64.1 44.0 43.3

Proposed Fine-tuning LI 59.7 63.6 50.0 44.3
LD 61.6 63.3 51.8 44.8

Auxiliary 61.5 64.7 52.1 45.1
Weighting 60.9 63.8 53.1 44.9

WA /UAs of all the listeners except for “rest listeners”
were averaged to compare overall performance. Table 6
represents that all LD models showed better performance
than the baseline. The improvements were significant
in MSP-Podcast (p<0.05 in paired t-test), while not in
IEMOCAP. It is considered that IEMOCAP has only three
listeners, which is too few samples for a paired t-test.
Note that there are no significances among the three pro-
posed LD models. The matrices of listener-wise WA with
LD models are also shown in Fig. 8. All the LD models
were constructed by fine-tuning. Comparing thematrices to
Fig. 5, the evaluations of high similarity listener pairs tend
to show relatively high WAs. For example, LD models of
listeners 1, 4, 9, 10 showed higher WAs than the remain-
ing LD models for listener 1 evaluation data. These results
indicate that LD models can accurately learn LD emotion
perception characteristics. Note that there are several lis-
teners in which the listener-mismatched LD model showed
better WAs than the listener-matched model. One possible
reason is the difference in the amount of training data in
listeners. For example, listener 1 has several times of train-
ing data comparedwith other listeners, which yields a better
emotion perception model in spite of listener-mismatched
conditions.

C) Adaptation evaluation
1) Setups
We resegmented MSP-Podcast evaluation subsets to create
an utterance and listener open dataset. First, the utterances
contained only “rest listeners” were selected from the origi-
nal training, validation, and testing dataset as the open data
candidates. Second, the listeners who annotated more than
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Fig. 8. WAs of listener-wise emotion recognitions with LD models. (a) IEMO-
CAP. (b) MSP-Podcast.

two utterances with each target emotion and 30 utterances
in total of the candidates were selected as the open listeners.
Finally, the utterances that had one ormore open listeners in
the candidates were regarded as the open dataset, while the
remaining candidates were returned to the original train-
ing, validation, and test sets. We selected 24 listeners with
1080 utterances for the open dataset. The average number
of utterances per listener was 42.8. Note that we did not use
IEMOCAP in the adaptation evaluation because no open
utterances were available.
The baseline method was the majority-voted emotion

recognitionmodel without adaptation. It was trained by the
resegmented training and validation set. The proposed was
the auxiliary input-based LD model with adaptation. The
LDmodel was trained by the resegmented training and val-
idation set first, then adapted to the specific listener in the
open set with adaptation data. five-fold cross-validationwas
used in the LD model adaptation; 80  of the open dataset
was used for adaptation and the rest 20  was for the eval-
uation. To evaluate the performance of the listener code
estimation alone, we also ran a comparison with the auxil-
iary input-based LDmodel in the oracle condition in which

Table 7. Macro-average of WAs and UAs in listener-open dataset

MSP-Podcast

WA UA

Baseline Majority 41.4 42.0
Proposed Auxiliary Adapted 48.4 44.2

Oracle 58.6 52.7

Fig. 9. WA for each listeners in open dataset.

the one-hot listener code that showed the highest geomet-
ricmean ofWAandUAwas selected for each open listeners.
We used the same LD model in adaptation and oracle con-
ditions. For the adaptation, the minibatch size was the same
as the amount of listener-wise utterances in the adaptation
set. The learning rate was 0.05. Earlystopping was not used
and the adaptation was stopped at 30 epochs.
Evaluation metrics were macro-averages of the listener-

wise WAs and UAs. Note that we did not evaluate the
performance of the majority-voted emotion recognition
because the majority-voted emotions were not open; the lis-
teners of the utterances in the open dataset were almost
“rest listeners” who included in the training subset and the
majority-voted emotions were mostly determined by them.

2) Results
Themacro-average of listener-wiseWAs andUAs are shown
in Table 7. Relative to the baseline, the auxiliary input-
based LDmodel with adaptation achieved significantly bet-
ter WA (p<0.05 in paired t-test) with the same level of UA
(p>0.05). Furthermore, the oracle of the auxiliary model
showed very high WA and UA (p < 0.05 compared with
the auxiliary model with adaptation). These indicate that
the auxiliary model is capable of LD emotion recognition
and the proposed adaptation is effective for unseen listen-
ers, while there is room for improvement to estimate better
listener code from a limited adaptation set. The same trend
is present in the examples of the listener-wiseWAs and UAs
shown in Fig. 9. The LDmodel with adaptation showed the
same or better performances than themajoritymodel for all
listeners, and the auxiliary model in the oracle setup greatly
outperformed the adapted model for some listeners such as
listener B.
Tables 6 and 7 show that the auxiliary model with ora-

cle evaluation in the open set attained higher accuracies
than those with listener-closed training in the test set. One
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possibility is that there are some listeners who gave noisy
annotations, which degrades estimation performance even
in listener-closed conditions. It has been reported that there
are several noisy annotators in crowdsourced data likeMSP-
Podcast [48].

V I . CONCLUS ION

This paper proposed an emotion recognition framework
based on LD emotion perceptionmodels. The conventional
approach ignores the individuality of emotional percep-
tion. The key idea of the proposal lies in constructing
LD models that account for individuality. Three LD mod-
els were introduced: fine-tuning, auxiliary input, and sub-
layer weighting. The last two models can adapt to a wide
range of listeners with limited model parameters. Experi-
ments on two large emotion speech corpora revealed that
emotion perception depends on listeners and that the pro-
posed framework outperformed the conventional method
by means of leveraging listener dependencies in majority-
voted emotion recognition. Furthermore, the proposed LD
models attained higher accuracies in listener-wise emo-
tion recognition, which indicates that the LD models were
successful in learning the individuality of emotion percep-
tion.
Future work includes investigating the effectiveness of

the proposed approach in other languages and cultures,
improving the adaptation framework to unseen listeners,
and combining the LD models with the speaker adaptation
frameworks.
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